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Boolcstore prices · high
By Andrea Harris
Oracle Feature Editor

If you are a resident student,
it may be worth your while to
hop on a bike or bum a ride offcampus to the neighborhood
stores to beat the high cost of
the UC Bookstore.
Many ·students probably
dep~nd on the Bookstore for
their paper, deodorant and
other essentials. To see what
kind of a deal these srqdents are
getting from the Bookstore, I
compared their prices with ·
those of two other stores -- the
K-Mart on Florida A venue and
the U-Save Supermarket just
west of the campus in the
,
University Pla'.?a,

-~

u.c,
I
(3ooKsroR~

(

Vol. 7 No. 61-12 pages

I · was surprised to find that far less durable.
school supplies were more
Maybelline mascara was
expensive in the Bookstore more expensive m the
than in either of the other Bookstore by 16 cents and
~tores. The same type of spiral Protein 21 by 3 cents.
As for service, in the
notebook was 22 cents cheaper
in K-M·a rt than in the Bqokstore it was · overtly
Bookstore. The .U-Save . suspicious, though courteous.
· notebook was 15 cents and 15 ·My notebook was taken from
sheets of paper less.
,me immediately on entry (I
For 7 extra cents, you can don't know what they
have • 100 extra__.. sheets of expected me to be able to
: notebook paper from K-Mart, conceal in a notebook), and I
! and for 6 ·extra cents you can
was watched closely the whole
have 170 more sheets from the · time I was there. Prices were
U-Save than . from , the ·clearly marked, however, and
Bookstore.
there was no waiting.
Although clear report covers
K-Mart's security devices
~ere less expensive in the are only _somewhat less ·
Continued on page 12
Bookstore, they seemed to be
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· Foul Play Suspected

Femal'e ·bod,y
By Mark Jones
Oracle Staff Writer

__,-

\

The partially nude body of a
, young girl was found floating
in a pond yesterday afternoon
at 30th St. and Skipper a half
mile northwest of USF. The
body, nude from the· waist
down, was found by a
fisherman, and taken to Tampa
General Hospital for autopsy.
Sheriff's
investigators

belieye _that it may be the body
of Rona Monossan, an 18year-old coed of USF.
An investigation is still
under way as to the
identification and cause of
death, according to Lt. James
Miller,of the Homicide division
of the Hillsborough Sheriff's
Department.
"There was no sign of
violence" said Lt. Miller.

✓found
However, four play IS
- suspected.
· The body has been through
preliminary examination, but
no positive identification is yet
available. Dental examinations
are scheduled today.
The missing coed was last
seen by her roommate Monday
afternoon leaving for Cooks
Dept. Store on 50th St.
The body was found near

pit
the spot where the ·body of
Diane de la Paz was found last ·
year.
Ambu.lances were on hand
when the _girl's father of Cape
Coral was informed of the
discovery, due to his weak
heart condition.
Officials stated that positive
identification might take a da'y
or two, due to the excessive
decomposition of the body.

Program to study life styles for women
By Michael Kilgore

"We' re helping students do
questioned. "Why can't she be with jobs. She said she realizes
Oracle Staff Writer
a mathematician?"
not all women want a job as -what they want with their
Exploring alternative· life -/
lives," Spring said.
Not a~l of Spring' s concern is soon as they graduate.
styles for women at USF is the
purpose of a new rpogram in
Student Organizations entitled
Women's Programming.
The program is part! y
designed to gear women for job
opportunities in new fields.and
_to educate women on many
current issues.
"We're not saying that being
a mother or a wife is wrong,
said Carol Spring, coordinator
of the program. '~But fhere are
those who want more and these
are the ones we want to help."
Spring said in the past
advisors tended to steer women
into such traditionaJ female
roles as secretary, librarian,
receptionist and teacher.
.~,·.-, . She.s.a_i9,the,'t1J~-rept_aq~.i.s,iq~ .
••••
tufns.'.out • too' mahy ·
1 ,. • • sysfeui
,
· • •' poor teachers. She added that '.
. she would like for women to
get involved m Intensive
Oracle photo by Russ Kerr
Tutorial (IT) or similar
Two
car
collision
teaching programs in their
freshman year so they can see if
A two-car collision occurred last
numerous auto accidents in
they are really interested in
about
8
p.m.
at
the
entrance
night
recent months. Charges and teaching as a career.
of the University {Fowler avenue
additional information were not
"Why should a woman who
and South _ Palm Drive). The
available from the Tampa Police
is good in math necessarily go
mto
teaching? "
Spring
intersection has been the scene of
Department at <;teadline.
•• '

t' _t_i

1,

t

,

~he has planned two major
programs which would aid this
redirectional process for USF
~omen.
A Career Counseling ·
program, tentatively scheduled
for Qtr. 2 will feature an
academic advisor from each
major field in the University, a
female·student in the field, and a
female professional from the
commumty.
Spring also wants to start a •
Women's Materials Center to
provide a centralized area for
materials relevant to female
students.
Concerning the materials
center, Spring said, "We have
to wait"and see if they want it. If
they want it, we'll have it. "

, Elections set
Weclnesday
'

t

'

Elections for 31 SG Senate
seats will be held Wednesday in
each of the nine colleges. The
polling places will be open
from 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Full fee
payirig students (9 hours o_r
more) are eligible to vote in
their respective colleges.

/
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Sen ate kills' con sum er pro tect ion biU
WASHINGT ON. (UPI) By a three-vote margin, the
Senate again yesterday refused
to · halt a filibuster against
legislation to create an
co.nsumer
independen t
protection agepcy, virtually
killing all c~ance for passage of
the bill this year.

Bomb Halt 'Mistake'
WASHINGT ON (UPI) President Nixon, declaring that
Lyndon B. Johnson.had made a
\'very, very great mistake in
stopping_ the bombing" in
1968, said yesterday- he will
not · permit- the November
elections to influence the

1

··~

U.S. Rejec.ts Demand

China, reduce U.S . . forces in
Europe by half and prevent
"reflexive interventionism" in
the affairs of other countries.

PAIRS (UPI) - The United
States rejected a renewed
Communist Vietnamese
demand at · the Paris talks
yesterday that South Vietnam
President Nguyen Van Thieu
be fired as the main obstacle to a
peace settlement.

Rebels Kill Marxists ·

BEIRUT (UPI) -Southern
Yemen rebels destroyed ·an
airliner carrying high-ranking
members of the Marxist
New Policy Sought
· Southern government and
. CLEVELAN D (UPI) - killed all aboard, the Middle
Sen. George S. McGovern East News Agency said
called yesterday for a new yesterday.
American foreign policy that
extend diplomatic
Wheat to Nort'1 Viets
'would
recognition to Communist
FORSYTH, Ga. (UPI) Quoting a newsmagazme,
Democratic U.S. Senate
candidate Sam Nunn ·charged
yesterday· that American grain
sold to Russia was being
.unloaded in China and moved
overland into North Vietnam. ·

rSta te,
..__L-_-Ra p

exploded in the Jordanian
Embassy in Beirut yesterday
and an Israeli soldier in Gaza
trading.
threw a stick of dynamite back
- Kickbacks Charged
at a guerilla who .tossed the
explosive into his truck. No
NEW YORK (UPI) - Nine - one was hurt in either incident.
five
and
executives
indicted
corporations were
Visitor Parties
yesterday on charges of
NEW YOR.K (UPI) providing more than $200,000
in kickbacks, mostly through Chinese Vic~ Foreign Minister
Swiss bank accounts, to a New Chiao Kuan-jua arrived
York-based purchasing agent yesterday night for a "largely
for the Fiat Automobile social" dinner party with
Secretary of State William P.
Company of Italy.
Rogers at his private
Cigarettes Bomb
apartments just north of the
A bomb in a cigarette box United Nations.

,] attempts at a
[Worl~ Wide . .
'----Rap r_-~f'l1 Up _ took a deep

timing or terms of a Vietnam·
settlement.

t

u. p'J

'Rando111 check ' nets

rally today and
slide in active

ijt)NfJA Vtl.L~G-~
SALES - ·SERVICE - PARTS

Cycles Are Our Business - Our Only
Business!
ALSO DEALERS IN GREEVES AND .
DALESMAN
14727 N. NEBRASKA AVE. MONDAY 9 ·TO 9
CLOSED SUNDAYS
' , -,,..,

Good, Fast Service,

Market Slides

WEEKDAYS 9 'Tll 6

NEW YORK (UPI) - The stock market turned its back on

WEST PALM BEACH (UPl)-Cu~tom s agents said yesterday
they found $500,000 worth of cocaine in a suitcase when they
made a "random check" of passengers coming into the airport
here.
Chief customs agent Raymond -Magno said Naom1 Castano
H~mandez was arrested her<:! after agents found the cocaine in her
suitcase, and the resulting investigation led to arrest of Favio
Murillio Valez in New York. Both were charged with narcotics
violations.

In it for the money
TAMP A (µPl)-Fl9rida Steel Corporation has the· largest
recycling operation in tonnage in the state but is not in the business
for the sake of ecology, budor the simple reason to make money.
That - was the straight-forward word yesterday from
corporation pres. Edward L. Flom.

School bonds pushed

E

TALLAHAS SEE (UPI)-With the state primaries .over,
Education Commissioner Floyd Christian started beating the
drums yesterday for approval Nov. 7 for a bond program to
finance ·school construction.
"Despite all our efforts, overcrowding and double sessions
remain. ·a major problem in Florida's public schools, '' Christian
said in material sent to all county school sup'erintendents, school
board~, junior college presidents and trustees .

-f or th e bull.
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Flori·da St_
a te
profs
join
USF .engine ering fa~ulty
.

.

Dr. John Llewellyn, who
· worked on the Apollo Project
for NASA, and Dr. Vijay Jain,
an engineer engaged in biomedical research, are two of
four new faculty members
coming to USF's School of
Engineering from FSU. ,
Also coming to · USF from
FSU are Dr. Charles Chen,. an
associate professor of €:lectrical
engineering, and Dr. Stanley
Krane, assistant professor in
the department of ~truc~ures,
materials and fluids.
Llewellyn, former acting
dean of FSU's school of
engineering, is presently
working on three astronautic
or aquanatic projects.
An ardent scuba diver,
Llewelly_n is working on
decompression tables and a
project he calls· "Daisy."
Project "Daisy" deals with
the Florida shelfs ecosystem.,
1

He 1 s working with
underwater camera apparatus
to show what the ecosystem · ·
c,ontains now and how it will be
changed once oil drilling is
allowed on die Florida coast.
"The drilling is inevitable,"
says Llewellyn.
·
~:'

. ·-

1-...

~/II-'

'

,.'I

.

r

medical engineering, especially
the use of computers in
diagnosing electrocai;-diogram
(EKG) analyses.
I

'

. He said ' that eventually
computers will be able to read
EKG analysis better than a
trained eye, . because the
"computer doesn't get tired."

Jain, is also experimenting
with · prognosis · and
'
computerized EKG readings.
~r
.
He said by the computer he
Llewellyn is also doing a . cou_ld be able to tell fc~r example
study of th~ air glow region of · if a person was likely ·to have
atmosphere. . This is the· heart trouble later in life.
outer region of the atl}losphere
Some students and Jain are
-that is constantly being
also
experimenting with an
bombarded by radiation. · H~
EKG
method where all the
was working on this and life
support system projects when patient would have to do is take
a bath in a saline solution, with
.he was with NASA.
the electrodes in the tub and not
Jain, an associate professor in in the patient. This would be
the industrial sy'stems easier for older people who fitid
department is currendy the process of being wired for
engaged in research in bio- an ECG very painful.

the

Book' won't be reprinted

By Andrea Harris
laws. We reprinted the ones we student organization, how to
Oracle Staff Writer
thought ·would . apply to get punch at t,heir next meeting_,
"The Book," a document
students as students."
what the Counseling Center
explaining University offenses,
Wal bolt said he would be _for Human Development is or
pqlicies and procedures relating
leary of attending a university what the Speech and Hearing
to the
"rights and
that did not have some place can do for them."
responsibilities of students" for
where he could find out what
The Student Handbook will
1971-72 will not be reprinted - constituted offenses an·d what _be reprinted every year.
this year. It is now pan of the ~-- -the~drsciphmny--~ti:ollT were.
Student Handbook.
"Besides,"_ he said of the
.,,
current haJ;ldbook, "a lot of
Acco rd ing to Daniel
these things are extremely
Walbolt, assistant to the Vice
b~neficial to students who jtist
President for Student, Affairs,
need to know how to form a
the . handbook is necessary
- because- "we have to have a
place where students -can look
and find out exactly what is
. Save$$ On This All-New,
expected of them and what
All-Marantz Stereo
th<;y can expect from us."
Comp_onent System !

·

I
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GRISSETT MUSIC

GUITARS
.

_i SHEET MUSIC . INSTRUCTION
GUITAR
ACCESSORIES
E_lec. Bass .
·
5 String Banjo
8898 56th St. Temple Terrace

REPA~IDR

. AMPLIFIERS
P.A. EQUIPMENT

i
I

I

Ph. 988-1419

· LUTHERAN -WORSHIP
· ChtiJt The King
L.C.A.

11801 N. 56th St.
Worship: 8:30 A.M.
11 :00 A.M.

Our Redeemer
L.C.M.S.
304 Druid HJ,lls Rd.
Worship: 10:30 A.M .

CALI. 988-6139 or 988-4025 For Transportation

All facu,lty and students are_ invited to a Bible study
sponsored by Lutherans on Campus. We will be
studying the "Teachings of Christ-for Modern fAan"
led by Rev. L. Franzen, of Our Redeemer Lutheran
Church. Why don't you come and join us on
Mondays at 7:30 pm in the University Center- Room
204.

NOW
OPEN
- The Complet~ Store for
DO~IT-YO UR SELF
HANDICRAFTS

• -Decoupage • Hydrocal
• Candlemaking
• Need lee raft
•

ETC., ETC.., ETC .

FREE COFFEE & INSTRUCTIONS
Tom & Barbara at

·

4948 BUSCH BLVD. 988-6403
Busch Plaza Stiopping Center
Open 10-10 Mon. thru Sat.~Sun. 12-7 P.M.

The handbook was compiled ,
by a task force under Dr. Pat Strong and was edited largely
·by student Paul Bradly, said
Walbolt. Two thousand dollars
was appropriated for the.
publishing of the handbook,
but $2 ;400 was spent.
"There were numerous
changes," said Walbolt. "Some
of the offenses that had been
listed in the· "The Book" were
deleted.
Some proced11tal
changes were made in the
. makeup of the disciplinary ·
boards. There were changes in .
policies · concerning students
and tudent organizations."

You don ' t have to spend a fortune to own the world's most expensLve stereo equipment. Get the
new Marantz Model 1030 stereo
control console amplifier, conservatively rated at 30 watts continuous RMS power and packed with
exclusive Marantz features. And
get a pair o f great-sounding Marantz 2-w;iy Imperial 4 speaker
systems. This fantastic combination would cost you $267 if you
bou ght the compon ents separately. Now i t'SS}"ii tefnlf.\l'l.~ : -.i td ust

, Walbolt said he thinks it is
necessary for .a university to
·
make students aware of •the
·££•• - forw h.1ch the-x-ca,u
-~ ~" -~
orenses
uo.., •• ), ~
, •4,. . .,.~.,·.•~
•~-1••1•- • ♦♦-b
I t
,
.
j ♦ f . f t 4 ♦ IS ♦ t 4 ;
, U .,..- ·• ~,.
.
• ' • ♦ ♦ t,-. i
ma~ subJect to d1sc1~W,tt'Y t t '
t' •·· ' •
. •
. Floncra
. , t l t Sf~t~/.•
• • • .,+,/.,_".,·
,. . "'~
~ ~
action.
He said
; ' ~'}
· ,_,~" -,.•,.•,.z. • • ..
laws do not cover everything:
Jt')fl.ORSf
CENTeR
"There's no state law on
·
:r.11'.
cheating. There is a crime of
deceit, but we' re . not out to
1539 S. DALE MABRY
make criminals of people."
(813)253-0319 TAMPA
The Student Handbook also
" Everything in so und"
contains reprints of some
Florida state laws. "What the
m . . . . . . . . .~
hell, look," said Walbolt,
We sound better.
"there'~ t ree }ig volumes of

·ir~·l·~•i·j .••. ••·,:. ,~-\ ••
•

,

,,
-.

\ t

\..,._✓

.....

POSTER" OF ONE OF·t 'HE

COLOR IN THIS "MIN-I-

PRESIDENTIAL

. I

1. Buy a b1.,rnch of Flair pens. You need '
black, brown, orange, yellow; purple, 1
and green. (You need them anyway for
school.)
2. Color in the picture according to th ese
colo r guide numbers. (1) . Black (5). Brown
(6). Orange (7). Yellow (9). Purple (12).
Green. Do not color unnumb·ered areas.

CANDIDATES!

,!: 3. Congratulations! You have created a
genuine full color portrait of someon e
l you know and love. Maybe. lf ·he is not
;

':
f

your favorite presidential candidate, have
patience. You'll see your -favor ite next in
the Flair Election Collection!
(Don't forget to ask about Flair's runn ing
mate, the Flair Hot Liner.)

Gillette Com any Pa pe rMate Division © ~972
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Howell proposal: big disappointment
Vice President for Student Affairs
Joe Howell has always · appeared ~o
want to serve the best ·interest of
students. But his proposal to demote the
Student Finance Committee (SFC) is
not in the interest of the students or the
university.
Currently the SFC is a powerful
body, composed of students, that truly
has the information and authority to
inform the student on how his dollar is
to be spent. U oder the Howell proposal
the SFC is reduced to_the minor task of
administering only about $100,000 of
the $1.7-million it now oversees.

Film-flam

,

On , Monday the University Film
Association (UFA) was - to present a
Humphrey Bogart classic, "Key
Largo". The .film was not shown
because the projection room was loc-lr ~.d
and the person with the key couia not be
found.
Though certainly unintentional, the
incident was nonetheless the result of
poor planning, and some students were
unnecessarily disappointed and
inconvenienced.
However, · the prob!em was
_compounded when the showing was
- rescheduled for the following night and
again cancelled, this tiJI1e because ''not
enough students showed up." ·Perhaps
the film should not have been
rescheduled; small attendance was
almost inevitable due to lack of
sufficient time to publicize it. But it was,
and the cancelation was a thoughtless
and inconsiderate action on the pan of
whoever w:as responsible.
UFA doesn't receive any subsidy
from student activities fees. It is selfsupporting through the sale of tickets.
Undeniably they provide a valuable
service by presenting excellent films at
very reasonable prices. But mishaps like
this are obviously self-defeating,
Undoubtedly the bad publicity was
· costlier to the program than the few
dollars it would have lost by showing
the film the second night.

A committee consisting of members not want the students to have access to / wherf he, felt something was amiss. of the various colleges is to replace the all the information. He had said that he Usually the Administration listened
SFC at the overall planning level. It will · feels he isn't doing his job if he allows because Sechen's was an informed
be about as effective as the insipid students to control. That's unfortunate, alternate viewpoint. Sechen feels he has
student' government legislature is now. for it reveals a basiclack of confidence in been betrayed and he has. But the real
For it will only make recommendations students· and a tendency to be losers are the students.
based on the amount of information the manipulated by his department heads,
We urge President Mackey not to
administration chooses to give it. ·
who may resent answering to students.
approve the proposal.
- The result will be a disinterested
We are not implying that the
We predict · that any significant
shadow .committee with no power, only admini$tration may lack integrity but student participation will dwindle and
the privilege to meekly ask questions. no man in his right mind is going to die and Howell won't like the results.
Howell has continually said he is make available to the public something
If the proposal is adopted we
proposing this so long-range plans can which would embarrass him.
recommend that the question of legal
be made. He or his budget officer could
In the past,. the Secretary of· Student action be considered to determine once
do that with .a slight modification of the Finance kept the administration on its --and for all who the money really
current plan by directing the SFC to do toes because he had access to the real · belongs to and whether students will
the work. The SFC has always information. SFC Secre~ary Robert have a vital part in administering it.·
answered to him anyway.
Sechen has often tipped off the students
Students can stand aside and let
We see the proposal as a simple power
another form of _real campus •
grab. An attempt to wrestle from
participaric;n slip- from their fingers or
students 'the last bit of real participation ·
they can resist and demand a part. It's .a
that they posse~s.
good issue to take a stand on.
It appears that Howell ·simply does

.EoiOP.I\.CLE----

DITQRIA·L S

Mr. Clean

--~--------------L e·t ·t e rs__,;;..;,_-----Key Largo

have the key for the projector. Thus the
fault lies not with UFA, but rather with
Editor: ·
the UC's projectionist and/ or his
The Bogart classic "Key Largo," was
superior, since the keys should have
to have been first in the OFA's Mo nd ay
been handed over to ou'r projectionist
night Director's Series. A letter in
according to standard procedure.
th
Thursday's Oracle seeks to place e
We were offered a chance to reschedule "Key Largo'' for Tuesday
blame for its cancellation on members of
our club.
night. A noble gesture, indeed,
Although this seems logical, the facts
considering the patrons who had come
3
are that the film was in LAN 10 at
through a pouring rainstorm on
9:30, the tickets were ready ' for sale a~
Monday only to b_e turned away. We
9:30, and our projectionist was present
only had four hours to publicize the
·
show. Although posters and the
: at 9:30, Monday night.
The only e~ement mi~sing w~s th e
µnderground Railroad advertised the
key to the proJecto~, ~h•~h was 10 the
film, Bogan was no match for
pocket of the proJect~omst wh~ had
Ginsberg, and only a dozen or so
shown the UC feature film at 7:30,1?_ :he;, ., ersoRs -~~e ,py sho~tiµ;if,
~~~ auditorium. This fact :♦-1.J •;•!i f._:s\~~~•¢~A fit~\~¢ri~' are among
~i\ ~}m:ied at 9:45 · Even thougn t li.e
the few such programs not financed by
pidfecuon booth was also locked,
student activities fees, we must pay our
University Police would have been able
expenses out of our box-office take.
And, since it would have taken 45
to unlock that door. But they do not
customer,s to even pay off the
This public document was
projectionist's fee, let alone the film
promulgated at an annual cost of.
rental, we were forced to reluctantly
$147,208.42, or 9¢ per copy, to
cancel.
We therefore offer our humble
disseminate news to the students,
•
apologies
and a promise that such
staff and faculty of the U niversir,
episodes will not happen again. At least
· of South Florida. (Forty per cenr
as far as. UFA has control over them.
of the per issue cost is offset by
Robert Nickerson
advertising revenue.)
4COM

;

Complete
waste
Editor:
I must protest the Dance Concert
presented Saturday, Sept. 30 by the
USF Dance Department. I have always
enjoyed the prod_uctions presented at
Theatre USF. It was withanticipatio_n I
marked the date of the first perfprmance
of the proposed dance series. To me the
art of dan~e has always been the most
beautiful expression of creativity. With
notable exception of the Pas de. deux

deux was not · only for the fine
performance of Haydee Gutierrez and
Rohen 'Schnurr, it. was also an
expression of relief that finally
something of value was presented.
Mrs. J. R. Oliver
USF Graduate
~

-~

'&
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~~

ANPA PACEMAKER AWARD 1967. 1969
ACP ALL -AMERICAN SINCE 1967
Published four · times weekly. Tuesday
through Friday: durin~ the academic year
period September through mid-June; twi.ce
weekly on Tuesdays and Thursdays during
the academic year period mid-June through
August, by the University of South Florida,
4202 Fowler Ave., Tampa, Fla. 33620.

from Don Quixote, there was
"nothing" expressed Saturday night. I
was in tuf p, ,bewpdered 1 .~~barrass_e~, , , ~ef?~~ .. ~l~ss posta~e ~a/~ at Tampa , Fl~,.;♦•bored, ariw, ancI;•tina)lY,~ Pte,mai~iµgJ_y: ..,. ~~!~t~~_,,by Peerless ~,rinte,r~ Inc.; Tampa. ,.♦/
amused a1i\•1ine fir.st two product.i 9p,( , _ .Edi~o.r , ... : . ... .. .. '. '. . . : .1t1rant Donaldsol)••
t • •I•
I
.
. Edttor
. . .... I . ·.,
'
There was
no ,pbmt
-- other thatl ,',. ,Manag,mg
- . "· .. R0 bert F'1a,II CH♦ I
absurdity __ no discipline, no dance News Editor .... , ..... . _Benjamin Waksman
c
h
I
ed
f t "Sports Editor . _......... .. ... · Ron Mumme ·
wrm w atsoever. t seem. a comp e e . Acti vities Editor ... . . .. .. . . . ... . Lisa Smith
waste of energy a:nd ume, for the Advertising Manager._ .... . . . ..... Bill Kopf
performers as well as the audience: What
Mail Subscription, S2 for Qrrs . I. 2, 3: SI for Qrr. 4.
a marvelous opportunity of
Office of Student Publication s. Di rector Leo Stalnaker Jr: LA
communication
went begging , 47 2, phone 974-2617 . News room. LA 1 469, phone 974-2619:
Advertising. LAN 472, phone 974-2620.
especially sine~ the auditorium was
Deadlines: Advertising, \ wirh proof) l l rnrsda y noon for
Tucsd~y issue, Frida y noon for Wednesda y issue, Monday noon
overflowing.
for T hursday issue. Tuesday noon for Friday issue. Deadlines
Hopefully, the Dance Department extended one day wirhour proof. General news, 3 p.m. daily for
following day issue. C,lassified ads will be taken 8 a. m. to noon 2
listened to the audience_reaction. The days
before publication, in person o r by mail with pa yment
overwhelming response to the Pas de enclosed.
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Veterans march against vvar,
Antiwa~ activists led by the
Vietnam Veterans Against the
War (VV A W)--will put offtheir
own ceremony at the new ·
Veteran ' s Administration
Hospital when it is officially
dedicated tomorrow ·at 10 a.m.
Protestors plan to assemble
at 9 a.m. on the UC Mall and·
march to the hospital grounds
to the tatoo of a single drum, an
action designed to set a solemn
-tone to the protest.
Protest leader John Shelley
-

said they have adopted · the
slogan, "Fourmore years, how
many more hospitals?."
Shelley added the VV AW
will dedicate the ho_spital to all
the people who have been
injured or killed in Vietnam,
American as well as
Vietnamese.
"The reason that a hospital
had to be built is because the
President of the United States
violated the trust of 180 million
Americans since taking office,"

said Tim Mo~re, local VV AW 210,000 veterans in the eightprgamzer.
county· area_1t serves.
Calling the hospital a
Protest leaders hope for a
"corporate house of capitalist sizeable crowd in support . of
carpage," Moore said President their demonstration and have
Nixon is personally had thei~ people leafletting area
responsible for all the deaths high schools and the
occuring in Indochina since he University of Tampa.
took office.
Moore said the local law
_Located across 30th Street
.enforcement of(icials know
from the campus, the hospital
about· the protest and no
cost $22.5 million and has 702
trol}ble is expected.
beds and some of the late.st
Saturday's scen~no will
medical equipment for the

The po.o r get poorer

incl~de the "dedication" qf the
hospital by VV AW members
and a guerilla theatre to
emphasiz-e the corporate
aspects of U.S. involvement in
Vietnam.
This is the second protest in
the past two weeks carried out
by the United Front Against
the War. Last Friday,
protestors heckled Vice
President Spiro Agnew when
he spoke at Curtis Hixon Hall. ·

Fl ·R·ST - BAPTIST

CHURCH

By Phil Newsom

L
YOUII
V
E

UPI Foreig_
n News Analyst

expenditures for education,
Ever since . Robert S.
there are today 100 million
McNamara left his job as
more illiter_ates in . the world
secretary of defense in 1968
than there were in 19 50.
and became president of the
The major cities are
World Bank, his message to the
violence that ~ould sweep doubling in size roughly every
world- ·has been depressingly
decade, "spawning a culture of ·
through millions of lives."
unvaried-the poor are getting.
McNamara himself cites . poverty that threatens the
poorer.
impressive figures.
economic health of entire
This despite the fact that in
He sees by the end of this nations."
I
the last year the bank approved
century average incomes per
The World Bank, which- is
STUDENT
DAY SUNDAY
$3 billion in loans for
person in the affluent Western the world's largest dispenser of
FREE
development and in its Jive.!
nations/ going to Qlore than , aid to poor nations, declared in
year program ending in 1973
$8,000 a year.
its annual report:
FELLOWSHIP BANQUET .
will lend more than the
"Statistics conceal the
. At the SaQle_time, some 800
FOLLOWING MORNING WORSHlf' ·
approximately $12 billion it
million pers~ns in Asia, -Latin gravity of the underlying
,9:00 AM
distributed during the entire
.CONTINENT Al BREAKFAST
America and .Africa will receive economic· and social problems,
BIBLE
STUDY
.
fir;t 22 years· of its operation.
9:30 AM
less than $100 per year.
which_are typified by severely
And the bank itself is only
WORSHIP
He singles out the United
skewed income distribution,
11 :00 AM
one of many agencies which aid
10002 56th Street
excessive
I eve Is
of
States especially for failing to
undeveloped or
underTemple Terrace, Florida
live up to its obligation~-- He unemployment, high rat es of
developed nations of the world .
Lewis Abbott, Pastor
988-1138
predicts that by" 197 5 the
infant mortality, low rates of
Altogether their annual total
Rides Available
9:00_am
United States wi.Jl be sharing
literacy, serious malnutrition
comes to around $10 billion. ·
Fontana & DeSoto
Argos Parking Lot and widespread ill health."
only 0.24 per cent of its gross
Back in 1966, the thennational product with
secretary general of the United
developing lands, only about
Nations, U Thant, was . one-third of the amount
warning that the disparity
decided upon by the U_.N. as
between the rich and poor m~y
the proper amount to be
create a disaster "iri which even · contributed hy rich nations.
the most prosperous and stable
In this field the United States
. countries may actually be
lags well behind Australia,
swept away. "
Canada, the Scandinavian
Even the green revolution
countries, France, West
for four
could. be a mixed blessing.
Germany, Britain and some
not produce
Experts ·of the U .N. Food - ' othe; s.
and Agriculture Organizatirn
Others McNamara figures:
not be
(F AO) have warned that .by
Twenty per cent of the male
driving the small farmer and
labor force in the developing
-Richard M. Nixon, Oct. 9, 1968
peasant off the land and into
world is -unemployed and the
overcrowded cities the result
percentage is increasing.
could be "a conflagration of
Desp i te
increasing

Commentary

s-

Tricky Dicky

"Those who have had a chance
yea-,s and could
peacf!f
should
given another chance."

HELP US END THE W ARI

WATERBED &
FUR BEAN BA.G
. . SPECIAL: ·

·_-~t~,~\:~\•;r;"

J~' .:, ,.

~:~:;z;att,ess

HAPPINE~~
A WATERBED
,- King-size
AND FUR
~ p~dde~ frames
King-size
BEAN BAG CHAIR
Foam topper

. ------=-

I

35.00
6.00
5

TOTAL PACKAGE ONLY 55.00

,-··

\

We need workers to ·help -us canvass for George
McGovern-. Meet in back of the U.C. -at 11 :30,
Saturday morning. We can't do .it alone. ~.
For information call 253-0997

'19.95

-

•

Special woterbed blankets available!.

JUMBO FUR ·BEAN B·A G
CHAIRS ONLY $35.00
l
',
'• '' 1

. white, red, green, brown a_nd orange . .
◄ \ r
t i f t "' . • f ' f · 1 I " ~ f , f ~ ~ "'\ •
AND Don't forget our compl·e ts hne·of .•
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1
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Special on totel:>ogs & handbags, too!

QUALITY CREATIONS
4938 E. Busch Blvd.
New Busch Plaza Center

We are the store for your card and ·gift
needs. Come in and browse.

.

1···.
r-::;- --•-■
I .
.•

DAY, .WEEKEND & EVENING HOURS ~--- ·-

OUT NOW
.

.
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---- Jag ger film imag e-lad en-- ----A splattering of superb
visual imagery, "Performance.'
will play as one of UFA's two
films of the weekend tonight
and tomorrow night in ENA at
7:30 and 9:30.Called . "stunning" by
Rolling Stone Magazine and a
"highly cohesive artistic
statement" by the L. A. Free
Press, "Performance" is a film
where underground and
underworld merge, at times
mingle, and often mangle.
When mobster Chas must
. flee from a murder sq:ne in
order to remove pressure from
Turn er
his mob, he encounters
..,.

(played by Mick Jagger) , a
retired rock singer · regaining
touch with existence.
Turner and his two
housemates, played by Anita
Pallenberg and Michele
Breton, attempt to initiate Chas
into the morals of their lives - to
Chas corrupt morals and ,
moreover, challenging ones to
his masculine ethic.

poverty and the struggle of
men for escape from hunger
and need. It tells of the plight of
one family of fishermen and of
their revolt in order to
ameliorate conditions for their
peers.

Pleading for social reform,
the film focuses , on extreme

.C.
S.E.A
AND ..
Afro~AmerM00~ Society
Black _Community

Most imponant, one of
friends
female
Jagger's
introduces him to the asexual
sexuality practiced in a group
sense by the rock star, her
young friend and herself.

Th!]atrti to play
Koch and McNa lly
"Tour" by Terrence
McNally and . "George
.W ashington Crosses the
·oelaware" by Kenneth Koch,
tentatively scheduled for Nov.
9 in the Center Stage, will .
. provide USF's Experimental
Theatre group with ample
material for tJteir first Qtr. 1
,1
outing.
Operating as Tar 454, the
group is actually a class,
Experimental Theatre
Performance, ' instructed by
Prof. James Spillane.
Set in an extremely relaxed

theme is one of warm if
pessimistic objectivity. He
m·akes no attempt to force the
pace, to impose dramatic
climaxes on situations which
would not have them in real
life ... a most penetrating feeling
for situation, rather . than a
of dramatic
consciousness
· Karel Reisz of Sequence says
. that _"Visconti's approach to highlights .
Both films are $1.
this extraordinarily difficult

"La Terra T;rema" will be
presented Sunday at 10 p.m. in
LAN 103. Luchino Visconti's
most mooumenJal work, even
though only his second film,
"La Terra Trema" was
intended to be part of a trilogy
never completed.

atmosphere, the main objective ··
of th~ course is to "provide a
student produc~ion unit to
work on plays," according to
Spillane.
unstructured
The
framework of the course allows
the students to explore all
possibilities within th~ creative
·
realm of a script.
Each quarter, the students
enrolled in the course select the
material they wi~h to perform,
and then proceed to work out
their own ideas. Often, the
students themselves direct.

-

PRESENTS .

BL-ACK ACCENT WEEKEND
FRI. ocT -6 SCREAMER II

DANCE wnH
SOUL OPERA TORS
9-12 p.m. U.C. Ballroom
so~ with I.D.

SAT. OCT 7 BLACK TALENT COFFEE_HOUSE
·

in the

Empty Keg

8:30-11 :30
.

.

·FREE

SUN. OCT 8 PROGRAM OF BLACK CULTURE
AND. EXPOSURE
.
7-11 :30 p.m.
In The Empty Keg

FREE

DOMINO'S
MENU
Our superb cheese pizza

12" small pizza ............. ........ ......
14" medium pizza ............. .......,,. ...
16" .large pizza ............. ..... .• ........
DELUXE PIZZA - Pepperoni, ham, olives,
pepper,onion ...· ... ... .. ·..... 12" .. . _add
14" . .. add
16" ... add

$1.50 ..
$2.00 1
$2.50 ·
green

$1.20
$1.60
$2.00

Addltlonal lt~ms
Ham
Mushrooms
Onions

Olives
Green peppers
Bacon

12" - 30e each

14" - 40e each

Pepperoni
Ground beef
· Fresh sau,sage

16" - 50e each .

-·
5

Fast/·H ot
Free De·;;~~ry

BETWEEN BUSCH BLVD.
& SKIPPER ·
AND BETWEEN
56th & FLORIDA A VE.
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JACKSON'S BICYCLE STORE

Blaclc interest flows
.
with culture and arts
'

In an effort to bring the black
students on campus together
and aid other students in
understanding the _black
culture , the Stud e nt
Entertainment and Activities

114 Buffalo Ave. Phone 232-0661 .
1-75 South to Buffalo Exit - ½ Block West of Fla. Ave.

Gitane - Montarino - Kalkhoff - Miami Sun
Vista - Columbia - Tubulars - Alloy Carriers - Back Packs

.

Council (SEAC), the AfroAmerican Society, and Black
Community are presenting
Black Accent Weekend, today
through Sunday.
"The philosophy behind the

les
Today
7:30 p.m., Ch. 3-Wall Street Week-the stockmarket and an
analysis of economi~ developments.
.9 p.m., Ch. 8-Ghost Story-Karen Black of "Five Easy Pie'ces»
stars as a telephone operator pursued by the voice of her late
husband in "Bad Connection."
Saturday
10 a.m., Ch. 44-Movie-"Who Done It?" with Bud Abbott and
Lou Costello.
Playoffs
1 p.m., Ch. 8-Major League Baseball
Doubleheader.·
1:45 p.m., Ch. 10_-College Football-Notre Dame vs. Michigan
State.
5 p.m., Ch. 44-This week in pro foo tball.
S p.m., Ch. 10-Wide World of Sports.
8:30 p.m., Ch. 3-Playhouse New York-"Classics for todayAntigone" a modern allegory based on the Greek drama by
Sophocles. ·
9 p.m., Ch. 8-Movie-"Marooned" with Gregory Peck, Gene
Hackman, David Janssen and Richard Crenna.
Sunday
1 p.m., Ch. 8-Pi:o Football-Miami Dolphins vs. New York
Jets.
1 p.m., Ch. 13-Pro Football-Detroit Liogs vs. Atlanta Falcons.
4 p.m., Ch. 8-Baseball Playoffs.
4 p.m., Ch. 13-Pro Football-San Francisco 49'ers vs. Los
Angeles Rams.
· 8:30 p.m., Ch. 8-NBC Mystery Movie-"Hec Ramsey ,"
starring Richard Boone as an aging lawman in tum of the century
Oklahoma (The two-hour premier pr,e-empts " Night Gallery" .
.
Monday
.
3 p.m., Ch. 8-Baseball Playoffs-Pittsburgh Pirates - vs.
Cinncinnati Reds.
9 p.m.,. Ch. 8-Movie-"Firecreek" with James Stewart and
Henry F o_nda.
9 p.m., Ch. 10-Pro Football-Okland Raiders vs. Housto_n
"
.
Oilers.
aunted
H
"The
in
· 11:30 p.m., Ch. 13-Movie-V incent Price
Palace. "

whole program is to get the
new blacks on campus
involved, to know each other
and to facilitate their
involvement in the ho.pes that
they can become organized and
more effective," said Jim
Crouch, SEAC assistant
program director.
A "Screamer II" dance,
featuring the Soul Operators
will kick off the weekend
tonight at 9 in the UC
Ballroom. Admission will be
50 cents with a student ID.
The Empty Keg will host a
black Talent Coffeehouse
Saturday at 8:30 p.m. Anyone
interested in performing should
contact the Afro-American
Society, .ext. 2185, or the UC
Program Associates, ext. 263 7.
The free event is open to all
students.

Discounts to USF Students and Faculty

New Course Beginning_October 16

SELF-HYPNOSIS
Applications in Self-Improvement
lecture and Demonstration
{1st Session of Course $2.00)
LEARN HOW TO CONCENTRATE WHEN STUDYING
REMEMBER WHAT YOU LEARN & WELCOME EXAMS
NEW MANAGER MOTOR INN
INSTITUTE OF APPLIED HYPNOSIS
Phone for
5444 BAY CENTER DRIVE SUITE 124

Brochure

r---------------·- ·--,

I

THIRD PRICE SLASH
IN SIX MONTHS

I April 1972 - ss. 98
I

I ' June 1972 -

I

list price J.Ps

to

I
I

$4 72
$467

ss.98 list price LPs

Sept'. 1972-

t9 $452

$452
s5, 98 list price LPs
A program of black culture II
to $4 39
and exposure, highlighted by I
speeches on" black culture, an
LIBERATION,MUSIC SERVICE
and poetry will close · the I
1112 Busch Blvd.
weekend Sunday at 7 p.m. in I
935-5912
the Empty Keg. A reception · I
for black students will also be
.
·
Hours 11 :30-8:30
f
held at this time Adm· ·
Card
Registration
~::1.!~!~~1,~~~~~~
ission
·
will be free.

IGNORE. THIS AD

Remember ifs always· a free beer
or R.C. with any food purchase
every Sunday night at JERRY'S.
Only•., .~~se w~o enjoy.g1.eat musj~.,...
by J.ll :·wHYTE, good food ; and a ',
not - to .. be believed atmosphere
would pay attention to this ad.
IT'S AT
Temple Terrace Plaza
56th & Busch Blvd.
Temple Terrace

'
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Scoreless Brahmans
no worry to Holcomb

hindsight
By Alan Hinds
Oracle Sports Writer

The collegiate scene is quickening in pace. Conference
·showdowns, upsets and teams with more wins than consecuti.ve
nights without study now offer additional excitement.
This week 's slate offers some k~y sectional battles and when it is
all over there will be a major shakeup in the Top Twenty /
rankings.
Record
13 Wins 6 Losses 1 Tie
FLORIDA ST A TE OVER FLORIDA--N ot surprising but
neither was last year's Gator upset that traditionally prevails when
,.. the Seminoles have a better tearn. florida has proven that they can
run and throw but not necessarily in the sa111-e game. Thirteenthranked FSU can and that plus the revenge motive is the difference.
LOUISVILLE OVER. TAMPA--Tampa is down both
physically and mentally after their 31-7 loss to· Kansas State. It
should be the Cardinals who have more to show off than just their
striped, diamond, checkered and all together freaked-out shoes.
AUBURN OVER OLE MISS--Can a team that averages just
over a dozen points per game find happiness in the high-scoring
70's? It can if if plays defense like the I 7th-ranked T igers.
However the 18th-ranked Rebels were picked by some to win the
SEC and this game would be the time to prove it. It should be very
close.
NOTRE DAME OVER MICHIGAN STATE--T he
Fighting Irish, No. 7 in the nation, have dined on marshmallows
while the Spartans with a poorer record have had na_ils to eat. Just
what diet .has to do with this game can be easily viewed on the
nationally-televised battle.
MISSISSIPPI STATE OVER KENTUCKY--When the
cowbells subside, MSU should have picked up their third win-the most in years. It is only because the Bulldogs have reached a
lower level of _mediocrity.
BAYLOR OVER MIAMI--When will Floridians learn to
leave those Texas teams alone? The Hurricanes are looking for
their first victory and in all other years this might have been an
easy win. Baylor can handle a squall which happens to be all that
Miami is 'this year.
ALABAMA OVER GEORGIA--lt should be much closer
than the odds-makers say. This is the 4th-ranked Crimson T ide's
first road trip and Vince Dooley will surely greet them with his
Bulldogs prodded to a viscious pitch. If star quarterback Andy
Johnson returl)S to the lineup, Georgia will have laid a strong
"Bear" trap barely escapable.
COLORADO OVER KANSAS ST A TE--One seer has
Colorado, rated No. 12, to be only a two point favorite· over
KSU. The Buffalos, who until last Saturday ran like their
namesake, should resume speed.
. LOUISIANA STATE OVER RICE---Perhaps the biggest
threat to a top ten team will come when the Owls host the eighthranked Tigers. Rice, with only a tie to mar their record , has
played stronger teams and LSU is not as good as they are touted to
be. It will show in Houston.
'
.
ARKANSAS OVER TEXAS ·CHRISTIAN--T he mighty
Razorbacks of pre-season polls are now just commanplace hogs.
They have shown little defense and only hope to outs·core the
other team. Chances are Joe Ferjuson, a H eisman T rophy
candidate, can carry them past an improved Texas Christian. ·

By Dave Moormann
Oracle Sports Writer .

Although his soccer team has
produced only two goals in its
last two outings, Coach Dan
Holcomb isn't concerned about
the Brahmans lack of scoring.
"I knew we wouldn't have a
high-scoring team thi; year,'-!
he explained. "We, just don't
have the inoney to recruit guys
who can knock the ball in the
goal."
After Wednesday's contest
against Rollins, Holcomb
didn't have any complaints
saying that USF played a
"pretty good game" and were .
in control the entire 90
mmutes. .
But the game may have hurt
the Brahmans physically as a
list of players has come to
trainer Tony_ Jonaitis with

assorted aches and pains.
Heading the injured group is
Max Kemick, whosesoreankel
suffered in the Clemson battle
will cause him to miss
Monday's away game against
Jacksonville University. •
With minor ailments are Con
Foley, Larry Byr~e, Bob
Hanna, Greg McElroy and
leading Brahman scorer with
· three goals, Frank Bono.

Henry's
Complete Foreign and Domestic
Car Repair and Service

-FAST SERVICE
28 Years Experience
All Makes, All Models

Phone 971-9161

13614 Nebraska., Tampa

TIRED of SITTING
around in a laundromat?

We will do your clothes for just 15 ( per
eound. Includes soap & bleach ... ·Bring
your own hangers and we'll ·hang your
Permanent Press free.

Economy _Dry Cleaning
Full Load (8 lbs.) ............ ·... $3.50
1/_
2 Load (4 lbs.) ........._.... . . s2.oo

Double Load Washers 35 (
Trap~e Load _Washers 50 (

Free Moth Pr~oling
With All Dry Cleaning

K 01 N KLEEN

9306 56th Street

Next to Exchange Bank

Phone 988-9790

A TTENDENT ON DUTY 8: 30- 10: 30 pm

-

·KWEEN KLEEN--

13518 Fletcher University Plaza
Phone 971-9108

Tennis tourney
taking entries
Entries are now being
accepted in PED 100 (ext.
2125) for an Oct. 23
faculty / staff
tennis
tournament.
The deadline for filing the 50
cents • for singles and $1 for
doubles is Oct. 18.

UNIVERSITY
BICYCLE
CENTER .

1,-- ----,-.-,I

· Franchised
.., Dealer
SALES and SERVICE

220 E. Fletcher Ave
Open 8:00 am - 6:00 pm
PHONE 971-2277
Bill Haskins Prop.

·111

£6 0

"I haven't seen them this
year," said Holcomb of the
upcoming opponent, "but I
understand that they 're not
playing well at all. "
Yet the 2-0-1 Brahmans who
are looking forward to next
week's tough tourney is West
Virginia_do not figure to make
the mistake of taking the
Dolphins as lightly as they
took Rollins . .

arc
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Volleyb811 turnou.t good
fol" women's .athletics
-----------*----------"At first I was a little disappointed in the

/

JoAnne Young's_ search for
women athletic talent has
drawn about 50 interested
b
· ·h
/'
females into USF's brand w
turnout, ut since t en, _ ve gotten some more
intercollegiate program . . ne
applications, so I'm a little happier. /'ii·say it was
An~ according to ·Young,
a pretty good showing."
coordinator of the program,
·
--/QAnne Young
things are looking pretty good
USF Women's Athletic Coordinator ·
for volleyball and bowling but
badminton and golf are still
question marks.
.
." At first I was a little
anybody there if we don't have
About 40 women turned out ·
disappointed in the turnout,"
the talent," says Young.
for Wednesday's meeting ~o
said Yming, "but since then,
. Currently, the three women
introduce the new program and
I've gotten some more . who signed up for _golf are
of those, about 30 expressed _applications, so I'm a litd,e · ·playing rounds at OSF golf
interest in volleyball, 'IO in
happier. I'd say it was a pretty -course and turning in their ,
bowling, eight in ·badminton _ good showing."
·scores to Young. "But if their
and three in golf.
·
Intercollegiate
·
volleyball
·is
scores aren't that good, the
'
'
virtually assured for the new
Advisory Committee may
program, because of the good
decide it's just not worth it and
_ turnout and a sixth place finish
to forget about ~golf for this
year."
·
in the nation last year when the
·IJ1itJ11t..rt11..~
team cempeted on club status
' Young would still like _to .
only.
hear from any woman who
Today at 3 p.m., the
would like to try out for any of Advisory Committee on
the four sports. She can be
Women's Athletics will meet to
contacted at ext. 2125 .
· determine funding for
volleyball. The Brahmans are
Faculty, last season ' s
scheduled
to compete in the
champion of men's intramural
Suncoast
Classic
Volleyball
football, began defense of their
Tournament Oct. 2-1.
crown Wednesday with a 38Bowling, because of its low
1~ ·drubbing of BCM.'
USF's baseball squad ,
cost
and good turnout, is also already 3-0 in fall exhibition
In · other action, Sig.ma
assured for USF, and will crank play, entertains St. Petersburg
Epsilon fell to Kappa Sigma,
into action next week.
20-0, FHAC West rolled over
JC today at 3:30 p.m. The
· "That's no problem," said Brahmans are coming off an
-~HAGSouth 27-2, Seven-Up
Young. " T hey'll be bowling
hudg~d FHAC North 12-0,
11-4 win over Hillsborough
so
there
will
be
very
locally,
JC.
\
and Ben Wick's Boys overcame
little
travel
or
expenses
FHAC Penthouse 16-().
Saturday; Coach Beefy_
involved."
.
Inter-dorm play found
Wright's nine plays. host to a
But things are less·certain for
Alpha 1 edging Alpha 2, 7-6;
local seini-pro ballclub at noon.
badminton
and
golf.
Beta 3 West slithering past Beta
"We're going to be meeting
·· 1 West by the same score, and
Monday
with the eight girls
.Theta 2 shutting out · T heta
who applied for badminton and
1,7-0.
see
what kind of talent we
Wednesday) action was
have,"
Young said.
rounded out by Chimp and
USF
is slated to ·cake part in
Woodcrest Apartments who
the Junior-Senior College State
· battled to a 0-0 tie, FBT who
Badminton
Championshipwon by f6rfeit over Thomas
Oct.
'13-14
at
Miami, "but
Crown Affair and Iota· 1 ,who
we' re not going to send
slipped past Eta 2, 7-6. :

Retailen of Quality Fresh and Frozen

SEAFOOD

--------*--------

~818 E. BUSCH
8 blks. E. of Busch Gardens

Phone 988-8932
Seo Food of All Kinds

ELEPHANT ·

i)JNfrJt\~fJ~ts

&ELLS

Faculty champs
off and winning

Undefeated
.play today ~

·Low·.waist
Wide~wide Bell

.. · ·- . $599.
Some -Cuffs

f JeansShirt.s<(

- r
i
.

'

·;1~

. .. .I(

rra:ri, ~ ~
_· f::,

{i

10024 N. 30th St Ph. 971-4254 HRS lQ-8

Th~ Stereo Shop's •419 Stereo System_

'What you ·get
is more than What
you see.

Used Car Specials
'70 Ford
,

'71 To,yota·

Mustang 2 dr. hardtop, VB, ·
automatic, air conditioning, vinyl

Celia, tan with red stripes. All
standard equipment. A real nice
sports car for only
$

95

$J995

top.

'71 Toyota

'69 Toyota

Corona 4dr. 4speed, feal nice car
and D? rgain priced at
$

J

895

.'66 Volkswagen

Corona, red finish, 2 dr. hardtop,
automatic transmission.

$J095
'64 Ford Galaxie

Bus, burgandy/ white finish, in
good cond ition.

500, 2 d r. _hardtop, VS, automatic
transm ission.

Da rk g reen with black top .

Firebird 2 d r. hardtop, VB,
automatic, a ir conditioned . Green
with bl~ck top. Sale price $

5
'69. MGB Roadster
$

•• _••:_ _

• •.,.
.1

•

$J795
'70 Plymouth

f¢jSdrunner, VS, automatic, real
M/formance special.

♦-'- '

h

$495
'69 Pontiac
J995

·

'67 Dodg·e

Coronet, ·2 d r. 6 cy 1·in d er engine,
. ·
., ♦' 11
•

♦ ,s\ans:li:tfd trJJ,s,Tl ission. Today's
~ • /i:bAs~~}tatiorft' special priced _.ot
oJly •.•
•.

$ J ]90

, . ,,

/

-•
•.4

$J95 •••

, .i ~ ~
4

~

11
t

1
·'

Eve n we who spend our wo~king hours im•
m ersed in stereo equipment would agree that
o ur $419.00 Ad ve ht P ioneer Garrard Grado
stereo system look~ about like any other.
However, the intensive and creative engineerin1t that's ione into each of these unusual
comJ}'!)nent_~ ha~ ♦ 11\roduced_ a mod• t' ♦e!J·fP\"r'lri\1~• 1 ·y$l,epf tij~t sounds anything
, .' ;l,,u,
u --•
t,•
• ( ,t
••••
...
'
....
..
•
>
.....
~

4

The· :--mailer Advent loudspeakers are a sta.rt•
·1in1t speaker bar1tain, of which hi11;hly-respected Stereo Review Ma11;azine said,

the
stereo

5088 N. Dale Mabry
Phorie 872-4881

1/2 Mile North of
Tampa Stadium

"Any p reconc.eived ideas yo u may have about
the lim itations of sub-compact speaker syst e ms will, we think, be shattered."
The Pioneer ~X525, AM/FM stereo receiver
provides sufficient power (over 42 RMS watts ·
of it) to·tbandl~ the mo-st- 'tt,ft'U'o'Uli • trnu,i'cal
.passage\•pl the .average livin~ r oom, and its
sensitift//Jner will captuf;e. JQ\J\:',t'.it¼,~ radio st~\i'9 s wi1h clarity. The Garrad .55B
automatic turntable with a Grado cartridge
and diamond stylus will treat your records
gently and add no unpleasant sounds of its
own . Together, these remarkable components
cost j u st $419.00, a savings of $60.00 over their
usual individual prices. We invite you to visit
The STEREO SHOP to hear just how deceiv•
ing appearances can be.

shop

-1536 s. dale mabry, tampa, florida 33609
phone 251-1085
·

FOR STEREO STUFF LIKE:
PIONEER, SONY, SAE, ADVENT
DUAL, HH SCOTI, BOSE, AR
GARRARD, DYNACO AND OTHERS

FACTORY TRAINED SERVICE MANAGER - TETSUO YOSHI KA WA One Week Service
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New cOmptr oller name'd
Robert E. Wallace will
replace Robert E. Richmond as
University
Comptroller
announced . Albert Hartley,
vice
- president
for
Administration:
Richmond resigned this
summer to become business
manager_at St. Leo College_.
The new USF comptroller
had previously served in
financial management positions
at the University of North
Florida.
The
Goodye~~
Tire and Rubber Co. in Akron,
Honeywell of St.· Petersburg
and the American Air Filter
co·., Louisville.

Wallace ,
Wallace served as assistant
comptroller at USF until May,
1971, when he left for his post
at Nonh Florida.

.·

,

Wallace said he was very
happy about the appointment.
"I was really impressed with
the new ma,_nagement . of the
University. I was here a couple
of years and it's good to be
back."
Wallace added that he hoped
to make some improvements in
the processing and registration
of students.
In announcmg the
appointment, Hartley said,
"Bob W.allace's professional
achievements and extensive
experience in the State
University System of Florida
will be of great value to the

NEBRASKA AT FOWLER

,·

_
971 0007

IUwhat
qoe,on...
befbrethe
anelthe.ria
·"'8ar1

offl

University."

SG tables solidarit y motion
By Christy Barbee
Oracle Staff Writer
The SG Sen~te voted fast
night to "table indefinitely" a
motion made by Ken Richter,
- - 4BUS, to rescind Main Motion

#22.
The motion ·is the infamous
piece of legislation passed
Qtr. 3 last year "expressing
solidarity with the people of
Nonh Vietnam and the Viet
Cong or with anti-war
demonstrators arrested across
the . nation" during the week ·
. that the U.S. mined the ports of
Hanoi and Haiphong.
Richter's motion was an
attempt to dissolve the motion.

As his colleagues moved to
table his motion he protested,
. 'Wou can't just shove a dead
issue away."

The motion was tabled by a
vote of 10-2.
In other actions the Senate
rejected Main Motion #29
authored by . Walter Smith,
2CHM, that would put the
legislature on record as
"endorsing participation by the
University community in the
counter-dedication
of the (Veterans
Administration)
hospital."
After changing the wording
of the mottoll to read

- 'Ill
- - - I X-RAYTED I

"alternative dedication," the
Senate still refused to join other
anti-war groups on campus
supporting protest at the
dedication of the VA hospital
on 30th Street.

· · STARTS TODAY
Continuous shows from 11 :45 AM

The Senate gave unanimous
approval to Main Motion # 2 8
authored by Bill Davis, 4POL,
thereby "expressing its deepest
disgust with the administration
of this University in its recent
action to effectively abolish the
Student Finance Committee."

SBlEBT'S

UNCB~DF-LUNCB.
all the pizza, _
chicken and salad
you can eat for s

John Gross, 3ZOO, was
approved by the Senate for
appointment to the Election
Rule's Committee.

He said yesterday features of
the one-hour presentation
include landing on the moon,
looking at the Earth's north
pole from outer space, and
seeing Jupite~ rotating with its
"curious red spot."
"That curious red spot is
_seen about twice a year on ·
Jupiter, and no one knows
· what causes the spot," he said .
Presentations are scheduled

for the public each Sunday at
no charge but a reservation is
requirea.
USF students are welcome at
any show at any time, Carr

'
@!~~

:.· -- .- ..

~

, Planetarium slates nevv attractions
_Three new space attractions
are slated for October and
November at the planetarium,
according to Joe Carr,
planetariull! curato~.

9

$).

~t.,.
&,_ooa(,~)-

·~ ~-

said, and added . shows are.
presented during the week to
student groups around the area.
Reservations can be made by
calling 974-2580.

.~
a~~)

aasa

Fiats Fantastic 128 Sedan
Front Wheel Dri~e - 35 miles to a gallon!
Under $2000

SHAKEY'S PIZZA PARLOR
8114 N. Fla. Ave.

5804 North Dale Mabry
Tampa, Florida 33614
Phone (813 ·884-8464

S.E.A.C. P~ESENTS

Elliot Gould
m

First -t ime in .. Bay Area
from ATL_A N.TA, GEORGIA

I LOVE MY WIF E! I 00! I DO!
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WEEKEND MOVIE
Oct. 6 & 7 - 7:30 a_n d 10 p~
Oct. 8 - 7:30-p_m
50 4 with I.D.

t •
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TONIGHT THROUGH SUNDAY
3300 S. Dale Mabry
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Classified Ads
Travel
Opportunities
JAMAICA PROJECT - . 14 days,
Dec. 8-22. 4 hrs. credit. S360. $25
deposit with application. Limit 20.
Apply now, Off-Campus Term
Program, FAO 122, ex. 2536.

Real Estate
Personals

Lost & Found

Have some time on your hands? Come
bytoseeus& we will show you how to
tum your leisure time into fun time.
CRAFTS UNLIMITED
4958 Busch Blvd. --· Busch Plaza 10
a.m. to 9 p.m. 988-6403.

Lost: Craig Calculator in black case in
Chemistry Lot. In desperate need of
any info or recovery, sufficient reward.
Before 5, 971-5296; after 5, 971-5950.

Misc. for Sale
Dalmation Pups-pur~bred, _no p)lpers.

5 weeks, shots·.. S35. 935-1209 or 988-

.

Share rent on 3 bedroom, 1 bath near
USF. 752-N60, Plant City for .more
information.
Large Corner room, private bath,
liv~ng room and kitchen privileges .
$20/ week. 23-1--1701.

PROFESSIONAL .TYPIST - 181\l
Selectric II with carbon ribbon & type
changes TURABIAN USF or other
style manuals. Experienc_ed: tefm
papers, thesis, resumes, ·e tc. ph. 9 i 16041 after 6 P.M.: all day weekends-5
.- minutes from USF.

Jessica Lynn Daniel, born October 3,
1972, 8 lbs .. Parents: Clarence,E. anq
· Linda G. Daniel.

13 70 afte~. 6.
This is your LEVI store. We have
denim & corduroys in regulars &
. BELLS. Also, boots, shirts & western
hats. Only 10 min. from campus.
Bermax ,W estern Wear 8702 Nebraska.
Single size waterbed w / frame-S20. 24
inch girls bike-$15. Dinette set-S35.
Student' desk & chair-$ 10. Small chest
treezer-$50. 1964 Fairlane Wagon$125. 988-0675. 4120 E. 98th Ave.
TEAC 4010S Tape Deck (Auto
Reverse). Retail price $54.9. Perfct
Condition. Best· offer over S200.
TEAC MC-106 microphones, SIO.
Call 238-8268.
One year old TYPEWRITER-with
half-space key, paragraph i~dent key, _
and change-of-type key. Excellent
condition. 971-2139
A.K.C. REGISTERED IRISH
SETTER PUPPIES - 5 maies & 2
• females left, sire· & dam may also be
seen, from $ 1.25, :includes papers &
permanent shots. Call 949-6 746 . ·

Services Offered
- Creative- Distinctive
photography.
Unique portraits, really candid
weddings. Michael Campbell, pho_ne
233-3561.
SPECIALIZED TYPIST
IBM Selectric . - · ,Statistical Data,
Dissertation, Thesis, Resumes, Term
Papers T urabian, Campbell, USF- .
References - Glorida 884-1969.
TYPING· - FAST, NEAT,
. ACCURATE. Al! types of work .
Nina Schiro, 11110 N. 22nd. St. 9712139. If no answer, 235-3261.
Contract Lawn Maintenance-Done by
--: USF Botany student. Call 996-2531
after 4 p.m., on weekdays·-anytim,e on
- weekends.

Miscellaneous

4 BR Town House, carpet complete,
.drapes, cent H I AC, fenced, in Cniv. -Square. $23,500 or S4000 & assume
$189/ mo. - no qualifying. Avail. Oct.
20. 988-3046 By owner.
Near Fowler
Immediate Occupancy
Ideal for .access to USF, VA,&. C-C
Hospital. Has 4 BR, 2 bath, fam . rm,
cen H ( AC. In Briarwood on quiet
·Cul-Ue-Sac. 3 years. new . Mid 30s.
Call Bud Manke, Assoc., evenings
884-0371. Tam-Bay Realty, Inc. 8762404.

Anyone interested in learning more
about Avatar Meher Baba is invited to
Sun. even. meetings. Call John, 971- ·
9729 for info, time, pl~ce. A tapeofone
of Saba's close western disciples will be
played this Sun. Oct. 8.

Misc. Wanted
WE W°ILL BUY A:--:YTHl:'\G,
Come by MENARD PAW:--: and
GIFT SHOP. 14038 N. Florida Ave.
Discounts on auto parts: 935-7743.

Help Wanted

- -·
---- r
GRANDPA'S BAR-B,.:t
--

, BEE.F
PORK
RIBS

HRS:
Tues-_Thurs l 1am-8pm
Fri-Sat 1 lam-lOpm
. Sunday lpm-~pm

Men or women wanted for ·permanent
part time employment taking
inventory in grocery, drug and variety
stores.
Reply RGIS
Inventory
Specialist. 5445 Mariner St., Suite 208,
Tampa, Fla . 33609. ·
Men & Women: need extra cash?
California based company is seeking
distributors for hornecare products in
the Tamr-a Bay area. Pan-time or full
time. Call 971-4506 after 5:30.

For Rent
S75 A MO TH
We offer the following for.S7 5/ momh
(per person) including uti'iities: 4 BR
furnished townhouses with WW shag
carpet, cen. H / A, modernistic ki~chen,
patio, & balcony . Come by yourselfroommates provided-or with friends-.
We have 2 pools, basketball, tennis,
billards, ping pong, pinball, & color
TV lounge. Student & youth oriented.
LA
. MANCHA
DOS
AP AR TME TS. One block from
campus, off Fletcher on 42nd. 9 710100 .

Ph. 988-9776

J ½ miles South of Fo~ler
on US 301

CL_(,1iveJ0,ilij
[R.J!M{ttth«1d.
.1902 E. Flowler Ave.

Specializing ia, Italian and
· American Food, Juicy_Steaks,
Delicious Pizzas
Banquet Room Available After 10 P.M.
for Sorority or Fraternity Meetings
Your Hosts: Basil° and 'Pete Scaglione

1972 MERCEDES-BENZ 250C-2
door hard · top, fully . equipped ,
immaculate, 3500 mi ., owner S7900,
call 932-2878 after 6 p.m. o~ ~eekends.

l·UNCHEON

· Opel G.T., 1970 (Bought new Feb.,
1971) Air Cond., 4 Speed, 18,000
miles, new condition-$4200. value for
$2650., $1100 d~wn- $75 month
payments. 920-2486 . ·

111~1D DAILY

TO

'72 Toyota 1600 Coupe. SIO0 and
take over payments . Low mileage,
good .tires. From 8-5, 688-1301. After
5, 6868-4389.
VOLKSW AGE1 CAMPMOBILE1969 Pop-top, radio, electric air
cooling, trailer hitch, new tires; new battery. One ·owner. Immaculate.
$2400. 734-1009.

Part · Time girl Friday. General
assistant to executive in creative design
field. Call 920-6509.

Dine In or Take Out

!;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=.

Automotive

Part-time; legal assistant. Must be a Jr.
or Sr. and have a B or better average. ·
Call-872-8'¼24.

HAM
SAUSAGE

2

DINNER eDANCING
IN THE MAIN IALLROOM
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
OP'EN 'TILL 3 A.M ..
GIANT DRINKS 65c Till 9:00

'72 G Mjdget. Must Sell-going in Air
- Force. Only $800! Call Airman Pom
988-0717.

I

GOO-D 'MUSIC

JOHN MARTI~ - NICK KELLY
and FRIENDS
Acoustical and 'Steel Guitar
FRi. & SAT. - OCT. 6 & 7 - · 9-1
SUN. - OCT. 8 - 8-12

· Ml BACK YARD·

2 mi. South at Busch Gardens. 4"'"'

Sf-.
9200 E. Fowler and 3411 Buscb Blvd.

Large Jumbo

14"

CHEESE
SAUSAGE
MUSHROOM ·

1. 15 1.55 2.40
1.60 . 2.55 · 2. 95
1.6-0 2.55 2.95
1.60 . 2.55 2.95
l.60 2.55 2.95
1.60 2.55 . 2.95
•"'.l•,95 f.60 -2~S~ .,tt;,

PEPPERONI
;GRbuND
BEEF
.... t f
:A'~CHOVIE,
S~-·~·
.. ... ~ ~·.
. /
GREEN PEPPERS
1.40
ONION
1.40
Any Two Combination
1.95
Any -Three Combination
GENNARO'S SPECIAL
SAUSAGE, MU~HROOM, PEPPERO_
NI,
GREEN PEPPERS, ONION
2.40
EXTRA CHEESE.30

.n..

•

...1,.

~

A

j

1,

A

16"

,. ,.

GENNARO'S
NEW YORK
ITALIAN PIZZERl·A

t

2.35
2.35
2.90
3.20 ·

2.75
2.75
3.30
3.60

.CHEESE
SAUSAGE
MUSHRgg~;.f .
MEAT &;({{•'//.'-' •
PEPPERONI
GROUND BEEF

·ALL THE
SPAGHETTI g~~~~
_YOU CAN- EAT

ANCHOVIES

I

-

3.50

New York -Sicilian
Pi.zza
Square 1" Thick

4.oo
.50

99c

PEPPERS
. ANY TWO
ANY THREE
ALL-EVERYTHING
EXTRA CHEESE

.~;.5H

~;.,o,

3.50
3.50
3.50
3.30
3.30

J .
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Boo lcst ore ---- -the bathroom you.have to wait
for an employe to push a
buzzer to unlock the door.
At the U-Save, nobody paid

Continued from page 1

obtrusive. There is someone at
the front waiting to collect
your packages, and to get in_to

UCBookstore K-Mart
sp1ra note · oo
.57
.79
3 sections 12 heets
·3 sections, 105 sheets

U-Save

.64

bet.

notebook paper
130 sheets
230 sheets
300 sheets

.50

Coffeeh ouse
scheduled
for tonight ·

.57

.56

clear report covers ·
~A::..:C::;.C;::;.;:::O;._.c;.:;la:;:;s.:.:ti~ci:...·_ _ _ _._19_ _.,___ _--1not
available
.21
Vu-Folder (no-tear vinyl)
Crest (3 oz.)

.51

Protein 21 (4 oz.)

.79

.52
not
available

A coffeehouse-jam session
sponsored by the Argos and
Program councils and the Rap ·
Cadre will be held tonight at
7:30 in the green between
Alpha and Gamma Halls.
The folk-rock group
"Friends and Neighbors" are
scheduled to play and all
musically-inclined students are
invited to attend and join in the
sounds -- either listening or

.57
.7 6
AOC

8 x 10 plain picture frame
Maybelline mascara

1.07
,.88

.84

available

.72

.72

FOR YOUR·

INFO RMAT ION
Women's liberation will present
a forum on the women's liberation
movement and different points of
view within it. Monday at? p.m .• in
UC 251. Interested women are
invited to attend.

Young Democrats

UC Feature Films will present
Alec Guinness in the comedy "The
Horse's Mouth," Monday at 7:30
p.m. in LAN 103. Admission is 50
cents.

UFA Film
Press Club
The Press Club will meet Monday
2 p.m. in LAN 463. Any. student
interested in a newspaper or
broadcasting career is invited.

-_

_prod-ucing _._

UC Film

Women's Lib

'i

any attencipn to me.
Even though shampoo and
mascara are more expensive oncampus, you can buy your,
Crest at the Bookstore for i
penny less. For overall 1
economy, however, going offcampus is probably your best.

The University Film Association
will present Clark Gable and
, Marilyn Monroe in "The Misfits,"
Monday at 10 p.m. in LAN 103.
Admission is 35 cents.

Young Democrats of USF will
host Dorothy Harmen. candidate
for state senate against David
McClain, Monday at 8 ~.m. in UC
252. The club will also hold a
meeting at 2 p .m . Students are
invited to attend .

e
Sav
On Every Yard

·ca' p· e t
y OU . Buy

REVOLVING CHARGE

Plush Carpet ·

$59so

12 x 12
one week only

Sculpture $
12

X

12

4950

14 Months
to Pay • Free
Estimates·

Special ···
Shag

$350

_yd.

Remnants

Shag Rug
12

X

15

$3500

Must m~ke room for Fall Stock Special on all Remnants

Jam Session
There will be a free jam session
Tuesday from 8:30-10:30 p .m. in
the EfT!_pty Keg.

•

RESERVE YOUR
COPY
NOW!!

AL SQ

New This.Year:
-* Books mailed Free to all seniors
Free space given to all organizatio ns
~ Yearbook will cover ~di events from
September through·an d includi11g June
·
graduation

*

_

;

**********"**********.*************************"*******
********* **********
*
i Free sitting fee pre-paid by Aegean !

f

i

staff for all Jr., Soph. and Fresh. who
.
buy a book _

f

i

*********************"*************************************
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Andi-o s _& Argos Cafet erias

UC Lobby -9 a .•m. - 4 p.m.

4 - 6 p.m.

and· LAN ·472

